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Abstract
In this article we introduce partial retraining an algorithm to determine the relevance of
the input variables of a trained neural network We place this algorithm in the context of
other approaches to relevance determination Numerical experiments on both articial and
realworld problems show that partial retraining outperforms its competitors which include
methods based on constant substitution analysis of weight magnitudes and optimal brain
surgeon
  Introduction
Feedforward neural networks are able to learn the relationship between input and output variables
Even when knowledge about the problem is limited as for example in cases where no explicit phys
ical or economical model can be built neural networks may still capture some of the underlying
principles Especially with a lack of domain knowledge the usual approach in neural network
modeling is to include all input variables that may have an eect on the output This approach
is suboptimal in several aspects First of all the inclusion of irrelevant variables degrades gener
alization Secondly resources are wasted by measuring irrelevant variables And nally a model
with irrelevant variables is more dicult to understand
In this article we discuss how to determine the relevance of the input variables Relevance infor
mation increases the users understanding of the problem Furthermore removal of the irrelevant
input variables reduces the complexity of the neural network resulting in a better performing
more ecient and better comprehensible neural network
Before reviewing the relevance determination algorithms proposed in the literature 	section 

we will rst in section  give our denition of relevance Partial retraining is introduced in
section  In section  we will compare the various algorithms on a set of articial and realworld
problems Our conclusions and some discussion can be found in section 
 Relevance
  How can one dene relevance
Many closely related denitions of relevance have been proposed 	see eg   
 Here we adopt
the very general denition of the relevance R
i
of variable i as the dierence in performance on a
 
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task with and without input variable i given all other input variables
R
i
 P  P
fig
 
with P and P
fig
the optimal performance that can be achieved using all N input variables
and using all input variables except input variable i respectively We propose to measure this
performance by
P  
E
E
total
with E the smallest possible error given the available inputs and E
total
the smallest possible error
without any inputs If the error function is the sum squared error the total error is nothing
but the variance in the output data In this context the performance equals the coe	cient of
determination R

or squared multiple correlation coe	cient 
 and consequently the relevance
of variable i is the change in this coe	cient
Until now we have dened relevance as a property belonging to a specic task We are interested
in classication and prediction tasks where models need to be constructed for approximate
solutions Therefore we would like to narrow down our denition of relevance to a denition
which includes not only the task itself but also the class of models used to solve it This we do by
replacing in our denition of relevance the optimal performance by the optimal performance given
the class of models Furthermore for mere notational convenience we restrict ourselves to models
with one output Generalization to more outputs is straightforward
   How can one compute relevance
The latter denition of relevance suggests the following approach to determine the relevance of all
N input variables using neural networks
 Train a neural network using all input variables and estimate its performance
 For each input variable X
i
 train a new neural network with all other N   input variables
 Estimate the performance of these N networks and the corresponding relevances
R
i
 P
w
XP
w
 
fig
X
fig
 
where the subscripts w and w

fig
refer to the dependency of the performance on the op
timal weights of the neural networks
However this approach has several serious drawbacks Firstly not all data can be used to train
the network because the estimation of the performance of a neural network should be based on the
generalization performance on an independent test set In this paper we assume that the training
error of a network that has not overtted the data yields a useful indication of the generalization
error see section  for more details and possible improvements Secondly training these N new
neural networks is extremely time consuming Thirdly neural networks are notoriously unstable
for example starting from slightly dierent initial conditions networks may end up at completely
dierent solutions This instability adds a signicant noise factor to the various performances
making it much more di	cult to compare them And nally this approach seems to be rather
ine	cient from all information implicitly available in the weights of the network trained using
all input variables the procedure only takes into account the networks performance Faster and
more reliable algorithms are therefore not only desirable but probably also obtainable In fact
the relevance determination algorithms which will be described in the next section do not train
N new neural networks but use stable and fast procedures to arrive at these N networks starting
from the original network

  Relevance determination algorithms
In this section we will give an overview of the algorithms proposed in the literature that can be
used for relevance determination Some of these algorithms were initially introduced for sensitivity
analysis Sensitivity analysis measures changes in the performance of a single model as a function
of changes in input variables According to our denition relevance determination judges the
dierence between two models a model trained with and a model trained without a particular
input variable In its training phase the latter model can try to compensate for the lack of this
input variable Sensitivity analysis is identical to relevance determination under the assumption
that no such compensation takes place
In our survey of the literature we will focus on the similarities and main dierences between
the various ideas that are used to determine relevance The small dierence caused by using the
median modus or midpoint of the range instead of the average value or the range or quartiles
instead of the standard deviation are neglected Furthermore we try to describe and implement
all algorithms in terms of changes in performance although some of them were introduced to
measure output changes Again this generalization is justied since for a model that has not been
overtted output changes are highly correlated to performance changes
We will divide the relevance determination algorithms into four groups data modication
missing values approximate retraining and other approaches
  Data modication
All algorithms described in this subsection modify the data ie they perform some kind of sensi
tivity analysis They are based on the idea that an input variable has to be irrelevant if changing
its value does not aect the models performance The performance without an input variable X
i
is estimated by the performance with a modied value X
mod
i
of this input variable
P
w
 
fig
	X
fig

  P
w
	X
fig
 X
mod
i

 
where the subscripts w and w

fig
refer to the dependency of the performance on the 	optimal

weights of the neural networks The time needed by these algorithms to determine the relevance
of a single variable is thus 	almost
 equal to the time needed to process a dataset by the neural
network
The data modication algorithms can be separated into three dierent groups Constant
substitution substitutes a constant value for the input variable under investigation      
translation factor modies the data by translation    and data permutation permutes
the data of input variable i across patterns 
  Missing values
The following algorithms treat the removed input variable as a missing value and approximate
the performance without an input by the performance of the network with a substitution for the
missing input variable i based on all other inputs X
mis
i
 h	X
fig

 ie
P
w
 
fig
	X
fig

  P
w
	X
fig
 X
mis
i

 
The time needed by these algorithms to determine the relevance of a single variable is thus equal
to the time needed to estimate the missing value and the time needed to process the data by the
neural network The algorithms based on this idea can be subdivided into three groups based on
the dependencies assumed to exist between the input variables independent linearly dependent
and nonlinearly dependent
Under the assumption that all input variables are independent the remaining inputs yield no
information about the missing value A usual procedure then is to replace the missing value by
the average value of this variable   This algorithm which we will call average substitution
is thus equivalent to constant substitution where the substituted constant is the average value 	see
subsection 


The assumption that the missing value depends linearly on the other inputs yields an algorithm
called linear substitution see for example  and 	
 The linear transformation needed for
the reconstruction of this missing value can be extracted from the training set by solving
T 
argmin
B
X
 
kX
 
BX
fig
 
k
 
 
with X the complete input X
fig
the incomplete input without input variable i  labels the
examples and where B and T are linear transformations

In general it can also be assumed that the missing value depends in a nonlinear way on the
other inputs
 In  for example it is proposed to train a neural network to nd this nonlinear
relationship
 This approach however is hardly an improvement over the straightforward approach
for relevance determination described in section  it also requires training N neural networks
which makes it timeconsuming instable and inecient
 Other algorithms to estimate missing
values for example Parzen windows see e
g
  and knearest neighbor see e
g
  can be
applied in a similar manner but have not been included in our simulations

   Approximate retraining
The algorithms described in this subsection approximate the weights w

fig
one would get when
one would train a new network using only N   input variables
 The weights w
fig
 which are
the result of this approximation are in general a function of the old weights and the training
patterns
 The performance corresponding to w

fig
 i
e
 training a new network with one input
less is estimated using the weights w
fig
by
P
w
 
fig
X
fig
  P
w
fig
X
fig
 

Approximate retraining algorithms have a avor of complexity reduction algorithms see e
g
 

 Each reduction step which removes the least relevant weight or set of weights requires an
estimate of the change in performance due to this reduction
 Approximate retraining can be viewed
as a onestep complexity reduction algorithm where the set of weights to be removed consists of
all outgoing weights of a particular input unit

As an example we consider optimal brain surgeon OBS  for multilayered perceptrons
which removes the least relevant weight based on a second order approximation of the error
function
 Just like optimal cell damage OCD  is a generalization of optimal brain dam
age OBD  which computes the eect of removing a whole input unit optimal brain surgeon
can also easily be generalized see for example 
 In that case the approximate weights w
fig

given that input variable i is removed obey
w
fig
 w H

e
i

e
T
i
H

e
i


w

i

yielding an increase in error given by

E E 


w

T
i

e
T
i
H

e
i


w

i

with Hessian matrix H 

 
E
w
 
 matrix e
i
 e
i
 e
 i
     e
Mi
 where e
ji
stands for the unit vector
in weight space corresponding to weight w

ji
between hidden unit j of the rst hidden layer and
input variable i column vector w

i


w

i
 w

 i
     w

Mi

T
 and the superscript T to denote
transpose

Some of the previously described algorithms also correspond to approximate retraining algo
rithms
 Constant substitution corresponds to an approximate retraining algorithm which changes
only the thresholds of the units of the rst hidden layer since the eect of a constant input is
mathematically equivalent to a shift in the values of the thresholds of the hidden units
 Linear
substitution can be mapped onto an approximate retraining algorithm which only changes the
weights between input and the rst hidden layer
 Partial retraining the algorithm which we pro
pose in section  can be seen as an extension hereof and also belongs to the category of approximate
retraining algorithms


  Other approaches
In this subsection we describe three classes of algorithms that do not t into our general framework
These algorithms propose to compute quantities not directly related to relevance The assumption
underlying these algorithms is that the ordering of the input variables based on these quantities is
close to the ordering of the input variables based on relevance
  Derivative information
The algorithms in this category are similar to the data modication algorithms described in sub
section  Instead of perturbing the inputs they try to estimate the eect of these variations by
computing derivatives Unfortunately the most obvious choice computing the derivative of the
performance itself does not make sense since at a minimum of the error function with respect to
the weights
 P	X

 X
i
  
for any input variable ie not just for irrelevant ones An alternative as suggested in for exam
ple    is to extract sensitivity or saliency information from the output derivatives for
single patterns Since the calculation of the derivative for a single pattern can be done similarly to
backpropagation these algorithms will take about the same time as a single step of batch learning
of a neural network to determine the relevance of a single variable In our simulations see section 
we will consider the sum of the absolute value of the derivatives of the output of single patterns
to the input variables    and we will refer to this quantity as absolute derivative
  Weight analysis
Whereas most of the other algorithms treat a neural network as a black box and can in principle
be applied to any classication or prediction model the algorithm in   really looks into the
network and gives an interpretation of the weights For multilayered perceptrons it denes the
importance of the information owing from unit i to unit j as
I
ji

jw
ji
j
P
i
 
jw
ji
 
j

where the sum is over all incoming weights 	w
ji
 

 of neuron j The importance of an input variable
i for the output can be found by propagating these importances through the network For a
twolayered perceptron we obtain
I
i

M
X
j
jw
 
ji
j
P
N
i
 
jw
 
ji
 
j
jw

j
j
P
M
j
 
jw

j
 
j

where w
 
ji
denotes the weight between input variable i and hidden unit j and w

j
between hidden
unit j and the output Note that weight analysis depends only indirectly on the data through the
value of the weights unlike all other relevance determination algorithms which make explicit use
of the data So the computational load of weight analysis is very small compared to the other
algorithms especially for large datasets
   Automatic relevance determination
The automatic relevance determination 	ARD
 model  is a Bayesian model whose prior over
the regression parameters embodies the concept of relevance A regularization constant is intro
duced for each input variable or in other words each input variable is given its own weight decay
parameter ARD then searches for the regularization constants that maximize the socalled evi
dence  According to ARD the largest inferred regularization constant corresponds to the least
relevant input variable

  Partial retraining
In this section we propose a new algorithm which we call partial retraining Partial retraining
can be derived by assuming that a neural network trained on all N input variables has constructed
a good representation of the data in its hidden layers The goal is to nd a new neural network
based on N  input variables with hiddenlayer activities as close as possible to the original ones
In the rst step partial retraining determines the new weights between the N  input variables
	X
fig

 and the rst hidden layer using the original incoming activity of the rst hidden layer
h
 
 w
 
X through
w
 
fig
 argmin
B
X
 
kh
 
 
 BX
 
fig
k

 	

where  labels the examples The dierence between tting the incoming activity and tting the
outgoing activity of the hidden layer is almost negligible 	see eg 
 We prefer tting the
incoming activity since this least squares problem can be easily solved by matrix inversion or
conjugate gradient 	see for example 
 Furthermore it can be easily shown see equations 	

and 	
 that
w
 
fig
 w
 
T 
ie the new weights between the input and the rst hidden layer are chosen such that the neural
network estimates the missing value based on linear dependencies and processes the completed
input data
The compensation of the errors introduced by removing an input variable is probably not
perfect due to noise and nonlinear dependencies in the data Therefore to further minimize the
eects caused by the removal of an input variable the new weights between hidden layers  and
   are calculated from
w

fig

argmin
B
X
 
kh
 

 B

H
 
 
k


where h

 w

H
 
is the original incoming activity of hidden layer  and

H

is the new 
th
hidden layer activity without input variable i and the new estimated weights
Finally the weights between the output and the last hidden layer are reestimated Although we
could treat the output layer similarly to the hidden layers we suggest a dierent approach Since
the desired output is given by the data we can directly calculate the desired incoming activity of
the output layer by applying the inverse of the outputs transfer function
w
K 
fig

argmin
B
X
 
kf
 
O
	T
 

 B

H
 
K
k


where f
 
O
is the inverse of the transfer function of the output layer

H
K
is the activity of last
hidden layerK given the new weights and the new incomplete input and T
 
is the desired output
Summarizing partial retraining simplies the hard problem of training a neural network by
introducing additional variables 	the activities of the hidden units
 similarly to the Expectation
Maximization algorithm  But unlike the EM algorithm the values of these variables are
calculated from the original network instead of inferred from the current network Given these
additional variables partial retraining determines the weights of the neural network by solving a
least squares problem for each layer
Partial retraining can be seen as a combination of a relevance determination algorithm which
estimates a missing value and an algorithm which estimates retraining Its calculation time is
	roughly
 equal to the number of layers multiplied by the time needed to estimate the new weights
a
and the time needed to process a dataset by a single layer neural network
a
The time needed to estimate the new weights is almost equal to the time needed to calculate a missing value

  Simulations
  General description
The quality of a particular algorithm for relevance determination can only be established by its
performance in practice We dene the quality Q of an algorithm for a particular number of
remaining input variables N  n as the performance given the suggested subset of input variables
divided by the performance corresponding to the optimal subset of input variables
Q 
P
N n
P
opt
N n
 
For articial datasets	 the optimal performance can be calculated exactly But	 in real
world
problems	 we do not know which variables are relevant and which are not To get as close as
possible to our denition 	 we propose to divide each real
world dataset in a training and test
set and to estimate the optimal performance	 by training	 for each combination of input variables	
hundred networks on the training set and averaging over the performance of these networks on the
test set
For all simulations in this article	 we used a two
layered feedforward neural network	 with the
hyperbolic tangent and the identity as transfer functions of the hidden and output layer respec

tively Starting from small random initial values	 weights were updated using backpropagation on
the sum of squared errors Training was stopped at the minimum of the error on a set of validation
patterns except in rule
plus
exception where we had only  training patterns available and we
stopped based on the convergence of the error on the training set We made sure that on each
dataset we had hundred well
trained and good generalizing networks For a fair comparison	 the
relevance determination algorithms were applied on the same hundred networks and we estimated
the relevance of input variables using both the training and validation patterns Automatic rel

evance determination  is part of an integrated Bayesian framework It cannot be applied on
trained networks in a manner similar to the other algorithms Therefore	 we have not included
ARD in these simulations
As mentioned in subsection 	 not all algorithms try to estimate the relevance itself	 but all of
them claim to be able to distinguish relevant from irrelevant variables Therefore	 for each of the
hundred networks	 each algorithm had to determine the least relevant variable We removed this
variable	 adjusted the network as described below	 and asked for the next variable to be removed
This iterative procedure is necessary since the relevance of a variable may change due to the
removal of another variable Consider for example the extreme situation in which two variables
contain the same relevant information Both are individually irrelevant since no information is
lost by removing either one of them However	 after one of them has been removed	 the relevance
of the other one increases dramatically The iterative procedure which starts with all variables
and which eliminates one variable at a time	 is called backward elimination  Unfortunately	
backward elimination does not guarantee that subsequently removing the n least relevant variables
necessarily yields the optimal subset with N n variables The chosen selection strategy does not
aect our comparison for two reasons First	 because the optimal subsets for the specic articial
problems in this paper can be found by subsequently removing the least relevant variables Second	
if this were not the case	 as in our real
world problem	 all relevance determination algorithms are
in principle equally hampered
After each removal of an input variable	 we have to adjust the network to be in accordance with
the remaining variables For most algorithms	 we can simply take the smaller network which has
been constructed in the rst place to compute the relevance of the left
out input variable Only
for data modication using the translation factor and data permutation	 and for the absolute
derivative	 it is not straightforward how to continue with one variable less We decided to treat
them similarly to the other sensitivity
related algorithms and substituted the average value of the
removed variable

Table  Data sets on which the various relevance determination algorithms were tested
dataset task type of number of number of number of
input input training validation
variables variables patterns patterns
Ruleplusexception classication binary   	
Friedman regression continuous 	 
		 
		
Boston housing regression continuous  	 
Table 
 Performance of the algorithms on the ruleplusexception problem The number of
networks out of a hundred in which the two irrelevant input variables were indeed the rst to be
removed middle column and in which the two most relevant input variables were indeed the last
to be removed right column
method rst two last two
correct correct
constant substitution  
translation factor  		
data permutation 		 		
average substitution  		
linear substitution  		
optimal brain surgeon  

absolute derivative 	 
weight analysis  		
partial retraining  		
  Data sets
The algorithms were tested on ruleplusexception  Friedman 
 and Boston housing  See
Table  and the following paragraphs for additional information about these datasets
  Ruleplusexception
Our rst articial dataset is a sixdimensional version of the ruleplusexception problem  The
relevances of the six binary input variables X
 
     X

 of this classication problem dier signif
icantly As in the original problem the binary output is given by
T  X
 
X

X
 
X

X

X


or in words the output T is true if X
 
and X

are both true and in the special case when X
 

X

 X

 and X

are all false Note that the output is independent of X

and X


We trained neural networks with six inputs one output and two hidden units similar to the
architecture of  on all 


  possible training patterns In table 
 we give the frequencies
that the irrelevant input variables X

and X

 were the rst and the most relevant inputs X
 
and X

 the last to be removed
  Friedman
The second dataset is based on an example in 
 This dataset has ten input variablesX
 
     X
 
which are uniformly distributed over 	  The response is given according to the following signal

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Figure  The qualities of relevance determination algorithms on the  dataset in which eight
of the ten input variables are independent and only four input variables are necessary to obtain
the optimal performance	
plus noise model
T 
  sinX
 
X

  
 
X

 




 X

 X

  
where  is N   i	e	 standard normally distributed noise	 The response does not depend on X


X

 X

 X
	
 and X
 

	
To make the dataset even more interesting for relevance determination we assume unlike 
that only eight of the ten input variables are independent	 Two irrelevant inputs are chosen
identical X
	
 X
 

 as well as two relevant inputs X

 X

	 As explained in subsection 	 X

is irrelevant given all other input variables and so is X

	 Therefore only four variables are needed
to obtain the optimal performance	
We used neural networks with ten inputs ve hidden units and one output	 For this articial
dataset the performance for any subset of input variables can be computed exactly	 Fig	  shows
for each algorithm and for each number of remaining input variables the average and standard
deviation of the qualities as dened in 	
  Boston housing
To test the dierent algorithms on a realworld problem we have selected the Boston housing
dataset 	 Although the Boston housing dataset has thirteen input variables we only used six
variables to prevent the explosion of possible subsets 

instead of 
 
possible subsets	 We kept
the per capita crime rate by town CRIM nitric oxides concentration squared NOXSQ average
number of rooms per dwelling RM index of accessibility to radial highways RAD fullvalue
propertytax rate TAX and the percent of lower status of the population LSTAT to predict
the median value of owneroccupied homes MV	
The neural networks consisted of six inputs four hidden units and one output	 The dataset
was divided into a set of  patterns used for training and validation and a set of  patterns
used for testing	 For each subset of input variables we trained hundred networks and computed
their performance on the test set	 We estimated the optimal performance given this particular
subset through the average test performance of these hundred networks	 Using the remaining 
patterns we applied the usual procedure to determine the relevance of the input variables	 Based

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Figure  The qualities of relevance determination algorithms on the Boston housing dataset for
one to six input variables left
on the estimated optimal performances and the orderings of the input variables suggested by the
various algorithms we calculated the corresponding qualities and depicted these in Fig 
  Results
From our simulations we can conclude the following
  Especially in the ruleplusexception problem see Table  but also on the Boston housing
dataset see Fig  absolute derivative comes out worst This performance could have
been expected because as already mentioned in paragraph 	
 it is not clear how to
draw a quantitative link between information about derivatives and relevance Also for
measures based on derivative information other than absolute derivative we did not arrive
at signicantly better results
  Sensitivitybased measures such as constant substitution translation factor data permuta
tion and weight analysis are fooled by correlations between input variables For example the
inferior quality in Fig  is due to the fact that these algorithms tend to keep both variables
X
 
and X

 which are both sensitive but redundant and thus each irrelevant given the other
  Optimal brain surgeon breaks down after several iterations see Fig  The theory behind
optimal brain surgeon requires the networks to be close to a minimum of the error function
on the training set which was not the case in our experiment since networks were trained
using crossvalidation resulting in networks close to a minimum of the error function on
the validation set Furthermore it is wellknown that after removal of several weights the
approximations made by optimal brain surgeon become invalid and full retraining is neces
sary 
  Partial retraining and linear substitution clearly outperform all other algorithms Partial
retraining is better than linear substitution Apparently a faithful reconstruction of the
data representation in the hidden layer of the original network yields a close approximation
of a network that could be obtained in case of full retraining with one variable less

  Discussion
In this article we proposed partial retraining and contrasted it with other relevance determination
algorithms Based on the performance of these algorithms on articial and realworld problems we
concluded that partial retraining outperforms all other relevance determination algorithms studied
in this paper
If a neural network is applied to predict or classify new examples it should generalize well
To reect this task the relevance should be based on an independent test set and not as is done
in our simulations on the training set However the use of an independent test set is often not
desired especially not when data is hard or expensive to acquire in which case the data should
be used more eectively than for mere validation Fortunately our simulations show that when
overtting is avoided relevance determination can be based on a training set and does not have
to waste valuable data for a test set However a test set can be very useful to determine when to
stop removing variables Several suggestions in this direction can be found in the literature both
on pruning algorithms see eg 	
 and on subset selection see eg 	 

The relevance of information is also inuenced by the eort needed to extract this informa
tion 	 Eort is a negative factor other things being equal the greater the eort the lower the
relevance In this article we have assumed that the eort needed to extract the information of
each input is equal We can incorporate the eort needed to extract the information by modifying
equation 
 to
R
i
 k
i
P  P
fig

where the same notation is used as in equation 
 and with k
i
the eort associated with input
variable i
Another straightforward generalization of partial retraining is to consider not only inputs but
also hidden units These hidden units can be viewed as input units of a smaller network 	 
By detecting and removing the least relevant unit in the whole network partial retraining is a fast
and reliable method for architecture selection
Partial retraining has been derived from the assumption that the hidden units of a network
trained on all input variables provide a suitable data representation for solving the task For
multilayered perceptrons the type of neural networks considered in this paper partial retraining
is almost equivalent to linear substitution treating the leftout input variable as a missing value
which is approximated by a linear combination of the remaining input variables Of course there
are other ways for computing missing value estimates for example Parzen windows see eg 	

and knearest neighbor see eg 	
 The close correspondence between partial retraining and linear
substitution however implies that for relevance determination using multilayered perceptrons
linear substitution is the most obvious choice among algorithms based on missing value estimates
Partial retraining can also be applied to other types of networks such as radialbasis function
networks but for these types of architectures an interpretation in terms of missing values is no
longer possible
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